Working Session

**Community/Task Group:** Bibliographic Metadata Task Group

**Convenors:**
- **Gordon Dunsire**, Consultant
- **Diane Hillmann**, Metadata Management Associates

**Day/Time:** *Thursday, 16.30-18.00*

---

**Agenda:**

1. Introduction and welcome; reminder of the "Task" role of the Task Group.
2. Update on current tasks:
   i. Contribute to DCAM/AP discussion
   ii. Mappings
   iii. RDA/ONIX Framework
   iv. IFLA guidelines on translation
3. Mapping issues
   i. Publication of mappings and maps: In what form? Where?
4. New issues for the Task Group
   i. A "commons" for bibliographic element set and value vocabulary extensions and refinements?


**Mailing list:** [http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/lists/dc-rda.html](http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/lists/dc-rda.html)